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5 Key messages 

Climate alarm is not evidence based

There is no Climate Change crisis 

None of climate doom predictions have become true

No increase in climate-weather related disasters

Green Energy Transition & zero CO2 emissions is 
economic suicide



Climate alarm & crisis & deception  starts at the top of United Nations



Climate crisis in the media….



Climate Change on a highway to hell ??



Youth is 
brainwashed 
into fear for 
extinction 
and climate 
disasters



Prediction top climate scientist VN-IPCC in 2018:

we have 5 years

After 5 years and extra fossil fuels 



Climate Scientist Prof. James Anderson (Harvard) 

in Jan-15, 2018 

2018 + 5 = 2023



Climate Scientist Prof. Peter Wadhams from Cambridge in 2012:



2 – 3 meter thick ice

Arctic May-24, 2023 : 



Linkedin does not want you to know the facts 
if they contradict climate alarm story



Climate alarm =

deliberate deception 

and lies to create fear



Polar bears have more than doubled 
and are fatter than ever



Climate alarm & crisis & deception  starts at the top of United Nations



No increase in Climate Disasters …

dramatic decrease in “climate deaths” 



UN Climate Panel IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel Climate Change)

provides “The consensus Science” for Climate Policy

Dogma is now called “consensus”



Why do they do what they do ? Cherry picking and confirmation bias…

Green Ideology and Follow The Money 



Climate Scientist Prof. Dr. Schneider Lead Author IPCC (1996-2010)

Prof. Environmental Biology & Climate Change at Stanford University

His advice to climate scientists working for IPCC



CO2 is not a “pollutant”, but basis for live

CO2 are the bubbels in champagne

CO2 in air = 420 ppm = 0,042%

CO2 champagne = 12000 ppm



Climate good 

news that you 

are not allowed 

to know: The 

Planet is 

Greening

Not Global Warming but Global Greening is the case

CO2 is not a pollutant, but the basis for live on earth



Human CO2 emissions 
is 4% of natural 
emissions (plants, land, 
oceans) 

Emissions in gigaton carbon

(1 gigaton carbon = 3,66 gton CO2)

Humans = 9

Nature  = 60+60+90=210

Human % = 9/210 = 4%

Carbon Cycle theory is based on bookkeeping principles with 

predetermined dogma of equal in/out natural CO2 fluxes 

Error margin on natural CO2 fluxes = 5-10%



strong increase 1945-1980

The Facts 

°t decrease 1945-1980

1. Strong increase CO2 emissions (fossil fuels)

2. CO2 in air increased from 0,03% to 0,04%

3. Temperature increased 0,5 °C (since 1945)

“Why The Blip

?”



Climate gate emails: 

°T data manipulatie

Cover-up

Phil Jones : Head Climate Research Unit

Global °T data base

IPCC Lead Author

Wigley-Santer : Climate Scientists, IPCC



Europe has already passed the “save” limit of 1,5°C warming

…nobody said anything

2°C 

The Blip

The Blip



Broeikaseffect is 2,7 Watt/m2 …

minder dan 1% van inkomende zon energie (340 W/m2)

Officiële IPCC cijfers , AR6, WG1 , fig. 7.6

Total Broeikaseffect = 2,7 / 340 = 0,8%

Inkomende zon energie = 340 W/m2



Back to 

Science….

what the media 

won’t tell you
3949 pages



IPCC on extreme weather 
(analysis Prof. Pielke)

Virtually certain



Since…1950…

Screenshot from latest IPCC report AR6 :

HEAT WAVES



No increase in record hot days in USA

IPCC starts in 1950

IPCC Cherry picking first class

IPCC confirmation bias



IPCC Cherry picking first 

class

IPCC confirmation bias

IPCC Cherry picking first class

IPCC confirmation bias

Climate Change Indicators: Heat Waves



No increase in very dry % area in USA since start observations 1895



No increase meteorological droughts since 1870



Screenshot from latest IPCC report AR6 :

Flooding



Not Climate Change, 
but bad river & land management causes flooding

Chapter 11: Weather and Climate Extreme Events in a

Changing Climate : 11.5.4, p 1569 : 



Screenshot from latest IPCC report AR6 :



No global increase in “deadly” hurricanes, 

not in frequency, not in intensity



Screenshot from latest IPCC report AR6 :





No global increase in total wildfires…at lowest point in 2022

CAMS: monitoring extreme wildfire 

emissions in 2022 | Copernicus

https://atmosphere.copernicus.eu/cams-monitoring-extreme-wildfire-emissions-2022
https://atmosphere.copernicus.eu/cams-monitoring-extreme-wildfire-emissions-2022


5 Unconvenient

Facts which 

contradict 

climate alarm 

hysteria

It was much warmer 10.000 year ago : The Holocene 
Warm Period

It was warmer during the Roman Period and during the 
Middel Ages when Vikings colonised Greenland

No warming on Antarctica last 70 years . More shelf ice 
on Antarctica

Great Barrier Reef Australia : record grow after several 
bleaching events

Small atoll islands are not drowning, but stable to 
increasing in size



It was much warmer 9200 years ago. 

No glacier/ice but forest with beavers

Beaver activity



1000 years ago:

Vikings grew barley on 
Greenland to brew beer 
to quench their thirst

It was warmer than 
today 



No warming Antarctica last 70 jaar



Antarctic ice shelf area 

has grown by 5305 km2 

and gained 661 giga ton 

of ice mass



Ice calving not linked to 

climate change, but part 

of natural behaviour



Great Barrier Reef 

Australia is not dying, 

but had record coral 

growth



Small atoll islands are not 

sinking…, but increasing



Maldives government underwater meeting 

in 2009 to ask for more climate aid money 

In 2020 they opened 4 new airports, next to the beach



Climate good news: 

increased crop yields to 

feed the poor nations



Today “Green Energy” is 7% of total energy needed to run the world



Green Energy transition is a very 

expensive fairy tale

To reach net zero by 2050 you 
need to build 

1 nuclear plant per day

or

1500 wind turbines per day



Green Energy Transition: no coal, no oil, no gas….



And now the Good News from Nobel Prize winner physics

Nobel prize winner Physics-2022 John F Clauser is clear : 

There is no Climate crisis

Climate Alarm is based on science corruption, it is pseudo-science



Back- Up



CO2 from 400 ppm to 800 ppm = 277-274 = 3 W / m2 



China (+ India) continues with fossil fuels: 

• cheap and reliable energy for more prosperity

• EU industry will move to China 



UN boss Antonio Guterres and his new 
Climate Advisor



And what with Greta Thunberg ?

Honorary-doctorate from Faculty 
of Theology of Helsinki University

Guilt, penance, the end of time, 

denunciation of unbelievers and now 

also an honorary theological 

doctorate for the ‘holy virgin’

Schuld, boete, het einde der tijden, 

verkettering van ongelovigen en nu 

dus ook een theologish eredoctoraat 

voor de ‘heilige maagd’
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